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5.a. What is the slope of this graph? b. Interpret this slope as a rate of change. c. Explain this rate of change in
words. d) How many books has this person read in: a. 2 weeks b. 8 weeks 6.a. What is the slope of this graph?
b. Interpret the slope as a rate of change. c. What is the cost if the distance is zero? d. Create a scenario to match
this graph.
Slope Rate Of Change. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - Slope Rate Of Change. Some of the
worksheets displayed are Slope date period, Algebra i name block date work sol finding, Hw, Slope from a, , 6 1
rate of change and slope war, Slope word problems, Understanding slope a key concept in algebra graphing.
About "Rate of change and slope worksheet" Rate of change and slope worksheet : Worksheet on r ate of
change and slope is much useful to the students who would like to practice problems gradient.. Rate of change
and slope worksheet - Problems. 1. Eve keeps a record of the number of lawns she has mowed and the money
she has earned. Tell whether the rates of change are constant or variable.
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3vAe3dA.6 h bM na AdweM Hw3iFtZhq jI Yn6f Ci9nLi jt TeQ QP0r4e C-sA xl 8gwe ubTr na V.a Worksheet
by Kuta Software LLC Kuta Software - Infinite Pre-Algebra Name_____ Slope Date_____ Period____
6-1: Rate of Change and Slope War Grouping (Pairs) Students split cards up evenly and place cards in front of
them Students flip the cards over at the same time. Each student works out both problems on their worksheet
The student with the greatest rate of change or slope wins the cards (undefined beats any slope)
Interpreting Slope and Rate of Change In Context - Independent Practice Worksheet Complete all the problems.
1. John has a 6 cm long rose candle. He lights the candle at 7 pm. After two hours it was 3 cm long. Find the
slope of the line. 2. Mary eats 5 bananas and an additional 2 bananas
Exploring Rates of Change Worksheet Part 1: Text Messaging The cost for text messaging varies from company
to company and from plan to plan. A plan that suits one person may not be beneficial to another. Explore the
pricing and the rate of change in each of the following plans. A. Unlimited plan B. Pay-per-use plan C. Plan
with 750 messages
Section 5.3 Slope (Rate of Change) A1.3.2 Describe and calculate the slope of a line given a data set or graph of
a line, recognizing that the slope is the rate of change; A1.3.4 Identify rates of change (slope) and distinguishing
properties of data from tables, graphs, and equations to predict what happens to one variable as another variable
...
rate of change worksheets 7th grade 1-2 Teacher guided practice: Worksheet 5. 1 Form G.pdf Day 1
Independent.Interpreting Slope and Rate of Change in Context - Matching Worksheet.
Graphs and formulas are used to calculate rates of change. Finding the average rate of change is similar to a
slope of the secant line that passes through two points. Here are 10 practice questions below to test your
understanding of rates of change.
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